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I purchased two books, GarageBand '11- How It Works (copyright 2013) and the more exhaustive
GarageBand '11 Power: The Comprehensive Recording and Podcasting Guide (copyright 2012) to
help me walk through and become familiar with the general organization of Garageband. My
purpose being to learn how to record some demos in aid of securing gigs in new to me venues in
the singer songwriter genre. I am posting this review for both.I have years of playing in and running
sound in live rock bands so I can claim familiarity with mixing boards and general audio signal
paths, inserts, etc. I have also played around with ProTools, but stopped short of climbing the very
steep learning curve of the pro level DAW.Both of these works are reasonably well written and are
decent at describing the recording workflow. What they both lack is being updated to conform to the
latest edition of the GarageBand (10.0.1 at the time I'm writing this). The window content is
significantly different, not dramatically, but significantly and if you are counting on being able to
proceed by following the written directions/ screen shots in these books, you will not succeed and
you will be frustrated. I note that even the brief Apple website video tutorials are equally, if not more
out of date.I don't know of/ have not yet discovered an up to date resource manual/ user's guide for
GarageBand, so I have no alternative material to suggest, but I doubt I would purchase these works
again.

The picture / numbers / steps approach is the only way to go for such visually-based software. The
information presented shows an in-depth knowledge of the the inner workings of the software. This
should be the first book for the beginning user and a handy reference for the experienced one.

I have the pdf version of this book and it is simply the best way to learn GarageBand. Every topic is
explained in great detail, even with an introduction of studio technology to better understand the
various concepts. Highly recommended.

I had a difficult time making sense of this book. The diagrams were a challenge, the text was

disorganized, and the grammar was spotty. After reading it through twice, I'm still not much better
with garageband. I shared the book with a friend who has considerable recording experience, and
he too found the book difficult to follow.

I had planned on doing a series of audio recordings which, not knowing much about Garageband, I
assumed would be pretty easy to do. Although the actual recording was easy, the editing was not.
At the Apple store they make it sound like it's so easy breezy to edit out unwanted frequencies, to
modulate and balance your different sounds. It wasn't, and I was lost until I downloaded this
wonderful book off the author's website. He shows everything with screen shots, and explains
everything in detail, step by step. It takes alot of work to do that, and I am eternally grateful. Thank
you!

Ok, best part is the pictures, but still as with all DAW software it seems to leave the beginner without
the basics. It starts as if you knew how to perform these recording tasks already.

Took a while to learn the format but it is a good reference for GarageBand. Still it is no excuse for
Apple for not support intimating the program with documentation on their own as they should. I gave
5 stars for this book because of what it does but would give Apple only 1 for what they didn't do.

I am learning from this book everyday. Edgar is a good, clear, concise writer. TY! Study & learn from
this tome!
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